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Physico-chemical insights into gas-phase and oxide-supported sub-nanometre AuCu clusters

Abstract: Catalysis by AuCu nanoclusters is a promising scientific field. However, our fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanisms of mixing in AuCu clusters at the sub-nanometre scale and their physico-chemical properties in both the gas-phase and on oxide supports is limited. We have identified the global minima of gas-phase and MgO(100)-supported AuCu clusters with 3-10 atoms using the Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm coupled with density functional theory. Au and Cu adatoms and supported dimers have been also simulated at the same level of theory. The most stable composition, as calculated from mixing and binding energies, is obtained when the Cu proportion is close to 50%. The structures of the most stable free AuCu clusters exhibit Cu-core/Au-shell segregation. On the MgO surface however, there is a preference for Cu atoms to lie at the cluster-substrate interface. Due to the interplay between the number of interfacial Cu atoms and surface-induced cluster rearrangement, on the MgO surface 3D structures become more stable than 2D structures. The O-site of MgO surface is found to be the most favourable adsorption site for both metals. All dimers favour vertical (V) configurations on the surface and their adsorption energies are in the order: \( \text{AuCu} < \text{CuCu} < \text{AuAu} < \text{AuCu} \) (where the bold atom is bound to the O-site). For both adatoms and AuCu dimers, adsorption via Cu is more favourable than Au-adsorbed configurations, but, this disagrees with the ordering for the pure dimers due to a combination of electron transfer and the metal-on-top effect. Binding energy (and second difference) and HOMO-LUMO gap calculations show that even-atom (even-electron) clusters are more stable than the neighbouring odd-atom (odd-electron) clusters, which is expected for closed- and open-shell systems. Supporting AuCu clusters on the MgO(100) surface decreases the charge transfer between Au and Cu atoms calculated in free clusters. The results of this study may serve as a foundation for designing better AuCu catalysts.
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1 Introduction

Promising technological applications of oxide-supported nanoparticles, including high density computer memory and highly active and selective catalysts, have attracted great research interest over recent years and have driven research to understand the metal/metal-oxide interface [1]. Improved knowledge of the interactions between metal clusters and oxide supports are essential for the design of new, improved catalysts. The unusual catalytic properties of nanoparticles, not seen in their corresponding bulk counterparts, can be highly affected by the choice of support [2]. The effect of the surface on the metal cluster/nanoparticle catalyst can be due to electronic effects (e.g. modification of the metal oxidation states and/or the density of electronic states) or geometric effects (e.g. due to lattice-mismatch-induced strain) [3].

When clusters are deposited on an oxide support, nanoparticle growth may occur, leading to fewer, but larger nanoparticles and lowering the total active surface for a given mass (and, therefore, increasing the cost) of metal [3, 4]. An important goal is, therefore, to control the size and distribution of the nanoparticles by controlling the individual steps of adsorption, diffusion, nucleation and sintering [4, 5]. Because of the widespread experimental use of the MgO(100) surface [6, 7] as an inert support [8] and the simplicity of its structure [6, 9–13], the MgO(100) surface has been studied extensively. In the field of nanoclusters, however, fascinating technological applications of MgO(100)-supported clusters have attracted increasing attention, but knowledge of “surface magic clusters” is lacking compared to that of gas-phase “magic clusters” [9].

It is well known that doping (or alloying) a one metal into a cluster of another metal can effectively change its electromagnetic and structural properties, which can be used to tune the physico-chemical properties of the cluster [14–20]. The electronic shell model is the main approach that can be used to explain the enhanced stability for specific sizes of such systems [19]. In recent work, we have demonstrated that Pd₁Au₆⁺ has a different structure (a Pd-capped Au₆ triangle) to the pure Au₇⁺ cluster (a centred hexagon), which is also related to its anomalously high stability to photofragmentation [14]. Although the Pd-doped cluster has an odd number of electrons, it has high stability because the Pd atom donates one electron towards the planar Au₆ triangular fragment, resulting in 6 delocalised cluster electrons, which is a magic number for a 2D cluster. The sigma aromaticity in the Au₅Zn⁺ cluster has also been found to enhance its stability [21]. Doping a single Mo, W, Zr or Hf atom into Au₁₂ and Au₁₄ clusters was found to lead to an increase in the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) [17, 22], leading to enhanced cluster stability [20].

Copper clusters at the nanoscale have received significant attention recently due to their potential as catalysts in environmental applications [23, 24]. These clusters have the ability to catalyse a wide variety of chemical reactions, including CO₂ reduction and
CO oxidation [25–27]. The only drawback for the practical applications of Cu clusters as catalysts is its facile oxidation to form CuO and Cu₂O [28, 29] and it is well known that the oxidation of copper can compromise its catalytic activity, leading to a decrease of the catalyst lifetime in oxidative environments. Stabilizing the Cu catalyst by alloying with different elements, however, can increase its resistance to oxidation [30–32]. Considerable interest has, therefore, been focused on CuAu nanoclusters, due to their higher resistance to oxidation and corrosion [25, 26, 33]. Although the crystal structures of bulk Cu and Au and their ordered intermetallic phases are the same (ccp) [34], the physico-chemical properties of Cu and Au are significantly different [19, 35]. In addition to improving the catalytic properties, inclusion of Cu atoms as additives to noble metallic clusters, including Au clusters, also decreases the cost of the catalysts [36–38]. AuCu nanoalloys have been proven previously to be promising catalysts for propene epoxidation, CO oxidation and benzyl alcohol oxidation [39–41]. Both Au@Cu and Cu@Au core-shell clusters have been prepared with well-controlled sizes and characterized by electron microscopy [42]. Theoretical researches have shown that a Cu-rich core/Au-rich shell is the lowest energy chemical ordering at equilibrium [43–45]. Other research showed that exposing Au-rich core/Cu-rich shell particles leads to rapid surface oxidation in air, while the Cu-rich core/Au-rich shell configuration is stable to oxidation [46].

The interactions between AuCu nanoclusters and an oxide surface can lead to rearrangements in both the chemical ordering and the geometric structure of the cluster. It has reported that the fcc truncated octahedron is found to be the optimal morphology on the surface when depositing AuCu nanoclusters on the MgO substrate [43]. An fcc structure is found to be the predominant motif for MgO-supported AuCu nanoclusters that have the following stoichiometric compositions: Au:Cu = 0.25:0.75, 0.5:0.5, and 0.75:0.25, suggesting a cube-on-cube orientation with the MgO(100) substrate [43]. The 0.5:0.5 composition AuCu catalyst deposited on MgO powder showed much greater activity than the corresponding Cu-rich or Au-rich clusters for the catalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol at room temperature [37]. Due to the synergistic interaction between Cu and Au atoms, AuCu catalysts exhibit increased activity for low temperature CO oxidation and higher resistance to sintering compared with the pure clusters [47, 48]. Mozer et al. [49] reported that high copper content in AuCu clusters can block the Au active sites, thus Cu-deficient clusters have increased catalytic activity for CO oxidation. Research of Ma and co-workers [8, 50] on AuCu clusters on MgO showed that Au₁₅Cu₁₅ on MgO(100) has high activity for the dissociation of O₂.

Studying sub-nanometre AuCu clusters, where quantum effects are observed and where “every atom counts” [51, 52], is required in order to rationalize their catalytic activity and to form a base for future experimental investigations. To the best of our knowledge, detailed, systematic studies of MgO-supported sub-nanometre AuCu clusters have not been reported, despite many publications on the structural and catalytic properties of larger free and MgO-supported AuCu nanoparticles [8, 50, 53-
Theoretically, sub-nanometre sizes present a synergistic combination between employing high level theory (e.g. Density Functional Theory, DFT), required to study quantum size effects, with direct global optimisation [56]. Motivated by our previous successful genetic algorithm (GA) [57] application to 8-atom AuCu sub-nanometre clusters [35, 58], we employ here the Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (MEGA) [56, 59] coupled with DFT to present a comprehensive prediction of physico-chemical properties for all compositions of binary sub-nanometre AuCu clusters in the size range 3-10 atoms, including a comparison with the pure metal clusters and MgO(100)-supported clusters. Calculations on supported adatoms and dimers are also included for comparison.

2 Methodology

The MEGA global optimisation program [59] was applied at the DFT level to investigate the lowest energy structures of Au-Cu sub-nanometre clusters both in the gas-phase and supported on the MgO(100) surface. The putative global minima (GM) for our studied system in the size range 3-10 atoms were calculated for all compositions, starting from randomly-generated structures, which were subsequently locally minimised at the DFT level. Similar to our previous GA version, the Birmingham Parallel Genetic Algorithm (BPGA) [60], MEGA employs a pool methodology for the parallel evaluation of structures [61, 62]. The initial pool is formed from ten generated isomers which are geometrically relaxed locally by DFT energy minimization. Members of the minimized structures are selected then for either crossover or mutation operations. For crossover operation, pairs of the clusters are selected using the tournament selection method, based on a fitness criterion. The cut-and-splice method introduced by Deaven and Ho [63] is used to form offspring clusters. Four mutation operations can be applied for randomly selected clusters: “move,” “rotate,” “twist,” and “atom inversion”. The mutation operation produces 20% of the new clusters in the population and the rest are generated by the crossover operation. Further details of the MEGA code are given in Refs [56, 59].

Gamma-point DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [64]. The calculations utilised Projected Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the Perdew-Burk-Erzenhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation exchange correlation functional [65, 66] with an energy cut-off of 400 eV. Convergence was improved by implementing Methfessel-Paxton smearing [67], with a sigma value of 0.01 eV. A plane-wave basis set was used, including spin polarization. The thresholds for the electronic energy and forces were set to $10^{-6}$ eV and $10^{-5}$ eV/Å, respectively. Frequency analysis was performed to ensure that the structures obtained are true minima on the DFT energy surface.

In the search for the GM of the supported clusters, the cluster geometries were
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relaxed within a sphere placed 1.5 Å above a frozen 2-layer MgO(100) slab. A 6x6x2 slab was used for clusters with N \(<\) 8 atoms and an 8x8x2 slab for N \(\geq\) 8 atoms. These slab sizes were chosen to prevent unphysical cluster-cluster interactions and a vacuum spacing of 14.7 Å was used.

Adatom and supported dimer systems were built manually and minimized directly (at the DFT level), without needing to use the GA. For the deposition of monomers on the (100) surface, we employed four different initial configurations for a single Au or Cu atom on the surface: the on-top oxygen site (O), the on-top magnesium site (Mg), the Mg-O bridge site, and the fourfold hollow site (H). For the deposition of dimers (Au-Au, Cu-Cu, and Au-Cu), two possible initial orientations of the dimer, with respect to the surface, were investigated: perpendicular or vertical (V), and parallel (P). For the homonuclear dimers, Au\(_2\) and Cu\(_2\), the V orientation gives rise to 4 configurations, corresponding to the same sites as for adatoms, as shown in Figure (1). However, for the AuCu dimer, there are 8 starting configurations, as either the Au or the Cu atom can be closest to the surface. For the P orientation, as shown in Figure (2), 10 starting configurations were considered for the AuCu dimer, while there are only 9 inequivalent P configurations for Au\(_2\) and Cu\(_2\), as configuration 10 is equivalent to configuration 4 for the homonuclear diatomics.

Ionization energies (\(I\)) and electron affinities (\(A\)) were calculated for all free and supported clusters, using Koopman’s approximation [68]:

\[
I = -E_{HOMO} \quad (1) \\
A = -E_{LUMO} \quad (2)
\]

\(I\) and \(A\) were subsequently used to calculate the conceptual DFT-based descriptors: electronegativity (\(\chi\)), global hardness (\(\eta\)), molecular softness (\(S\)), and electrophilicity index (\(\omega\)), which are given by:

\[
\chi = -\mu = \frac{I + A}{2} \quad (3)
\]

where \(\mu\) represents the chemical potential of the system.

\[
\eta = \frac{I - A}{2} \quad (4)
\]

\[
S = \frac{1}{2\eta} \quad (5)
\]

\[
\omega = \frac{\mu^2}{2\eta} \quad (6)
\]

For free and supported pure and mono-substituted Au and Cu clusters, the stability
of each cluster, relative to neighbouring sizes, is indicated by the second difference in energy ($\Delta_2 E$):

$$\Delta_2 E = E(A_{N+1}) + E(A_{N-1}) - 2E(A_N) \quad (7)$$

where $E(A_N)$ corresponds to the energy of the $N$-atom cluster and $E(A_{N+1})$ and $E(A_{N-1})$ are the energies of the neighbouring clusters.

The effect of doping Au atoms into Cu clusters was evaluated by calculating the mixing energy ($\Delta$):

$$\Delta = E(Au_mC_u_n) - m \frac{E(Au_N)}{N} - n \frac{E(Cu_N)}{N} \quad (8)$$

where $E(Au_mC_u_n)$ is the total energy of the cluster $Au_mC_u_n$, $m$ and $n$ are the numbers of Au and Cu atoms, respectively, and $E(Au_N)$ and $E(Cu_N)$ are the energies of the pure Au and Cu clusters of the same size ($N = m + n$), respectively.

The average binding energy per atom ($E_b$) is given by:

$$E_b = -\frac{1}{N} \left[ E(Au_mC_u_n) - m E(Au) - n E(Cu) \right] \quad (9)$$

where $E(Au)$ and $E(Cu)$ are the electronic energies of single Au and Cu atoms, respectively.

The adsorption energy, $E_{ads}$, for a supported cluster is calculated as:

$$E_{ads} = E(slab+Au_mC_u_n) - E(slab) - E(Au_mC_u_n) \quad (10)$$

where $E(slab+Au_mC_u_n)$ is the total energy of the supported cluster/slab system, $E(slab)$ is the energy of the surface slab, and $E(Au_mC_u_n)$ is the energy of the free $Au_mC_u_n$ cluster, locally minimized in the gas phase.
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Fig. 1: The starting positions for adatoms and V configurations of supported dimers. Mg and O atoms are shown (here, and in subsequent figures) in purple and red, respectively, while the green spheres represent the starting position of the adatom or the lower atom of the dimer.

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of starting positions for P configurations of supported dimers. Au and Cu atoms are represented by M1 and M2 which are shown here in yellow and sky-blue colours. For pure systems, i.e. M1=M2, the number of configurations are reduced to only 9 as configuration 10 is identical to configuration 4.
2 Results and discussion

Spin states of all atoms, dimers and the GM of the free and supported clusters generated by MEGA, were optimized within VASP. All the pure and bimetallic species were found to exhibit the lowest possible spin state: singlet states for even-$N$ clusters (which have an even number of electrons) and doublet states for odd-$N$ clusters (which have an odd number of electrons). Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information show the optimal spin state for each species as a function of their relative energies.

2.1 Structures

2.1.1 Free clusters

2.1.1.1 Pure clusters

The putative global minima for pure Au and Cu clusters $3 \leq N \leq 10$, are shown in Figure 3 and their energies and point groups are listed in Table S1 (see the Supporting Information).

The GM of the free Au clusters studied here are found to have 2D configurations, as previously reported [69–74]. Au$_3$ has a bent geometry, with a bond angle of 138.8°, in agreement with previous studies. 2D geometries are favoured for Au due to relativistic effects [75] which strengthens s–d hybridization by decreasing the 5d–6s energy separation.

Two generic structure types can be identified for Cu clusters: planar structures for up to 6 atoms which are identical to the corresponding Au clusters, except for Cu$_3$, which has an equilateral triangular structure, and 3D structures for $7 \leq N \leq 10$ which mostly favour deltahedral (triangular faced) compact configurations. The geometries obtained for Cu$_N$ ($N=4$–7) agree with the findings of previous studies [76–80]. However, there are some differences. For clusters of size $N=3$, Li et al.[76], Jaque et al. [77] and Ramirez et al. [78] have all reported a C$_{2v}$ symmetry isosceles triangle, while ours predicts a higher symmetry D$_{3h}$ structure. For $N=8$, Ramirez et al. [78] and Li et al. [76] suggested a T$_d$ symmetry tetracapped tetrahedron, while Jaque et al. [77] have reported a C$_{2v}$ structure, which agrees with our findings. For Cu$_9$, though all previous and present calculations report a C$_s$ symmetry structure as the GM, the structures are slightly different. The s–d hybridization, which is strong in Au clusters due to relativistic effects [75], is weaker for Cu, leading to 3D structures being favoured for copper when $N\geq7$. 
2.1.1.2 Bimetallic clusters

Fig. 4 shows the putative global minima for free bimetallic AuCu clusters. Their energies and point groups are listed in Table S2 (see the Supporting Information).

For Cu-doped Au clusters $\text{Au}_m\text{Cu}_1$ (m=2-9), the planar structures of pure Au clusters are retained. $\text{Au}_m\text{Cu}_1$ clusters have the same structures as the corresponding pure $\text{Au}_{m+1}$ clusters, though $\text{Au}_2\text{Cu}_1$ has a closed triangular structure, rather than the bent structure of $\text{Au}_3$. All the GM of the Au-doped Cu clusters $\text{Au}_1\text{Cu}_n$ (n= 2-9) are similar to the pure Cu clusters of the same size ($\text{Cu}_{n+1}$), except for $\text{Au}_1\text{Cu}_7$, in which the doped-Au atom changes the structure from a $\Delta$-dodecahedron to a tetracapped tetrahedron. Such dopant-induced structural changes have previously been predicted for larger AuCu clusters [81-82].

All $\text{Au}_m\text{Cu}_n$ nanoalloys are found to have 2D structures for N=3-6 atoms. For N=7-9, a 2D-3D structural transition occurs for clusters with more than two Cu atoms. The global minima of $\text{Au}_{8-n}\text{Cu}_n$ clusters, n=1-5, are in good agreement with the results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Au3</th>
<th>Au4</th>
<th>Au5</th>
<th>Au6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au7</td>
<td>Au8</td>
<td>Au9</td>
<td>Au10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu3</td>
<td>Cu4</td>
<td>Cu5</td>
<td>Cu6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu7</td>
<td>Cu8</td>
<td>Cu9</td>
<td>Cu10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3:** Putative global minimum structures for $\text{Au}_N$ and $\text{Cu}_N$ clusters with N= 3-10. Au and Cu atoms are shown in gold and blue, respectively.
previously described by Heard and Johnston [35]. The significant difference between those findings and these is that they predicted \( \text{Au}_6\text{Cu}_2 \) to have a 3D structure, while the present study predicts a 2D structure. \( \text{Au}_2\text{Cu}_6 \) and \( \text{Au}_3\text{Cu}_7 \) were both predicted to be 3D by Heard and Johnston [35], as in the present study, though the predicted geometries are different. For \( N=9 \) atoms, a compact structure of a pentagonal bipyramid fused with a bicapped tetrahedron is the lowest energy isomer for \( \text{Au}_2\text{Cu}_7 \), \( \text{Au}_4\text{Cu}_5 \), \( \text{Au}_5\text{Cu}_4 \), and \( \text{Au}_6\text{Cu}_3 \) clusters, while \( \text{Au}_3\text{Cu}_6 \) is a tetrahedral tricapped octahedron. The GM of \( \text{Au}_2\text{Cu}_2 \), as for the pure and singly-doped 9-atom clusters, adopts the planar “arrow shaped” structure shown in Figure 4. Its two Cu atoms are located at high coordination sites. For \( N=10 \), all of the clusters with more than a single Cu atom adopt 3D structures. A bicapped Δ-dodecahedron structure is the GM for both \( \text{Au}_2\text{Cu}_8 \) and \( \text{Au}_3\text{Cu}_7 \). The GM of both \( \text{Au}_4\text{Cu}_6 \) and \( \text{Au}_5\text{Cu}_5 \) is a tetrahedral tetracapped octahedron, while for \( \text{Au}_6\text{Cu}_4 \), \( \text{Au}_7\text{Cu}_3 \) and \( \text{Au}_8\text{Cu}_2 \) they are derivatives of capped pentagonal bi-pyramids.

Considering the structures of the AuCu clusters shown in Figure 4, there is a strong tendency for Cu atoms to be located at interior, high-connectivity sites, as previously reported for larger clusters, which is due to the smaller size of Cu, the lower surface energy of Au and the better ability of the more electronegative Au atoms to stabilise the negative charge that tends to build up on exterior, low-coordinate sites [83–85]. These arguments also explain why Cu-deficient clusters tend to maximise Cu-Cu bonding at the core of the cluster, while Au-deficient clusters tend to have isolated Au atoms occupying peripheral sites. This also suggests a chemical order of Cu-core Au-shell for larger clusters [81].

### 2.1.2 Supported clusters

#### 2.1.2.1 Supported atoms and dimers

The adsorption energies of Au and Cu adatoms on MgO(100) are listed in Table 1 and shown graphically in Figures S3-S5 (see Supporting Information). Table S3 in the Supporting Information lists the energies of free and supported atoms and dimers. After DFT minimisation, all Au and Cu adatoms remained on their initial sites, except for those initially bridging a Mg-O bond, which (for both Au and Cu) relax onto an oxygen atom (O-site). The O-site is the most favourable adsorption site for both Au and Cu. There is a slightly more negative adsorption energy (corresponding to stronger M-O binding) for Cu (-0.92 eV) than for Au (-0.90 eV) on the O-site. On the O-site, the calculated zero-point energy (at the harmonic level) is higher by 0.01 eV for a Cu adatom than for an Au adatom, resulting in the Cu-O adsorption energy being very close to Au-O (approximately 0.01 eV). The closeness in M-MgO binding (adsorption) energies on the O-site, for \( M = \text{Cu} \) and \( \text{Au} \), has also been calculated theoretically by Neyman et al. [86a], and the difference (and order) was found to be dependent on the xc functional. We have also checked the effects of the relaxation of the substrate: (i) allowing the upper most MgO layers to relax (always keeping the lowest MgO layer fixed to impart some bulk like rigidity); (ii) allowing all the MgO layers atoms to relax. These calculations also
suggest a very small difference between the adsorption energies of Cu and Au adatoms in both cases (0.07 eV for upper layer relaxation and 0.06 for both layers relaxed), with the Cu atom being slightly more strongly bound in each case. Taking into account the effect of zero-point energy and substrate relaxation, the Cu and Au adatom adsorption energies are almost identical. The Mg and H sites are local minima for adatom adsorption, with stronger adsorption (more negative $E_{\text{ads}}$) observed for the larger, more polarisable Au atom.

The adsorption energies of Au$_2$, Cu$_2$ and AuCu dimers, starting from vertical (V) and parallel (P) orientations, are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and are shown graphically in Figures S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information. In contrast to the adatoms, Au$_2$ dimers are adsorbed more strongly (i.e. have more negative $E_{\text{ads}}$ values) than Cu$_2$ dimers for all sites, in both the V and P orientations. The O-site is preferred for both Au$_2$ and Cu$_2$. The bridge site changes to the O-site, as for the adatoms. Both dimers, when initially placed on P site 4 (see Figure 2), relax after DFT minimization to the O-site V configuration, which has a lower energy than all the P configurations. The most stable P configuration generally maximizes metal-oxygen (M-O) bonds and elongates the metal-metal (M-M) bond, thus weakening the M-M interaction, as the M-O bonding competes with M-M bonding. In contrast, due to the metal-on-top effect [86b], the V configurations exhibit both stronger M-O and M-M bonding, as listed in Table S4 in the Supporting Information. The reason for the unexpected greater adsorption strength of Au$_2$ than Cu$_2$ in the V configurations (in contrast to the trend for the Cu and Au adatoms) is because the metal-on-top effect is greater for Au than Cu, due to the greater polarizability of Au [86b].

On the MgO(100) surface, as for the pure dimers, the AuCu dimer also favours V configurations (with the O-site again being the preferred binding site), but the Cu-adsorbed configurations (Au on top of Cu) are more favourable than Au-adsorbed configuration (Cu on top of Au). This can be explained by the Cu-O interaction being stronger than Au-O: the adsorption energy calculated for a Cu adatom on the O-site is larger in magnitude (by approximately 0.02 eV) than the Au adatom (see Table 1). For the Cu-adsorbed AuCu dimer, the Cu-O bond is further strengthened because the greater electronegativity of Au (compared with Cu) atom results in electron transfer from Cu to Au, leaving a positively charged Cu atom, which binds more strongly to the oxide anion. As shown in Table 1, the order of dimer adsorption energies (for the O-site V configuration) is as follows: AuCu $<$ CuCu $<$ AuAu $<$ AuCu (where the bold atom is bound to the O-site). The weaker Au-adsorbed configuration of AuCu (relative to Au$_2$) can be explained by the Cu to Au electron transfer weakening the Au-O binding and the weaker metal-on-top effect with Cu above Au. Many P configurations of the AuCu dimer (interestingly, not including site 4) relax after local DFT minimization to the (O-site) V configuration, forming a Cu-O bond.
Fig. 4: Putative global minimum structures for all compositions of free AuCu nanoalloys with sizes $N = 3-10$. 
2.1.2.2 Supported pure metal clusters

As has previously been discussed [70,87,88], Au$_4$ adopts an elongated planar rhombus structure on the surface because the Au-O bonding increases the distance between the two Au atoms that are in contact with the surface from 2.6 Å to 3.7 Å and increases the bond angle from (60.9°) to (90.5°). The structure of surface-supported Au$_5$ also has an elongated Au–Au bond spanning two O atoms. However, the reverse is observed for Au$_3$, as its interaction with the surface reduces the bond angle from (138.8°) in the gas-phase to (80.9°). It is interesting that these three clusters are the only ones where two metal atoms bond to two oxygen atoms across an O-Mg-O edge of the MgO(100) surface, due to the distorted cluster structures having relatively long Au-Au distances. In the larger Au clusters (as well as the Cu and AuCu clusters), any distortions are smaller (presumably because larger bond distortions would destabilise the cluster too much), so the M-M bonds bridge across a diagonal of a Mg$_2$O$_2$ square on the Mg(100) surface.

As is commonly seen in such clusters, due to “metal-on-top effect” [86b] the MgO-supported GM structures are all found to lie perpendicular to the plane of the surface. Our MEGA search for supported Au clusters is in excellent agreement with our previous search using the BPGA code [70], except for the supported Au$_8$ cluster, for which the GM found here is 0.14 eV lower in energy than the previously proposed structure (a tetracapped square, as in the gas-phase GM). It should be noted that up to N=7, the structures of the supported clusters are essentially the same as in the gas-phase (with some distortions, as mentioned above), whereas the structures of the larger clusters (N=8-10), although still planar, have different structures on the surface compared to the gas-phase.

Although Cu$_3$ and Cu$_4$ clusters retain their gas-phase structures on the surface, the other oxide-supported Cu clusters deviate from planarity for N≥5 and distort to give more complex fused structures.

Table 1: Adsorption energies for all adatoms and dimers on MgO(100), with the dimers starting from V configurations. The lowest E$_{ads}$ value is shown in bold font for each molecule/orientation. For the AuCu dimer, the atom on the surface is indicated in bold font. Position 1 is not included, as all adatoms or dimers initially placed on position 1 relaxed to position 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (Au)/eV</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (Cu)/eV</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (AuAu)/eV</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (CuCu)/eV</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (AuCu)/eV</th>
<th>E$_{ads}$ (AuCu)/eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>-0.90</strong></td>
<td><strong>-0.92</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.42</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.26</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.03</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.55</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Adsorption energies for all dimers on MgO(100) starting from P configurations. The numbers in italics indicate those configurations that transform to the O-site V configuration after energy minimisation. The most negative values of $E_{\text{ads}}$ are shown in bold font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (AuAu)/eV</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (CuCu)/eV</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (AuCu)/eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>-1.39</strong></td>
<td><strong>-1.22</strong></td>
<td>-0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>-1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>-1.53</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.2.3 Supported bimetallic clusters

The structures of supported Au$_m$Cu$_1$ clusters are found to be similar to their gas-phase equivalents for sizes N=3 and N=5-7 atoms, while they are different from their gas-phase analogues for N=4 and N=8-10 atoms. For N=4, the structure is similar to the pure supported Au cluster, having an elongated Au-Cu bond bridging two O atoms on the surface. Even though the supported Au$_6$Cu$_1$ cluster has the same overall geometric structure as the corresponding free cluster (a 6-atom triangle with an extra bridging atom), there is a clear change in the homotop as the unique Cu atom moves from the most highly coordinated 5-connected site to a 4-connected site, to allow it to bind to an O atom of the surface. We have assessed two alternative structures (both having the same trapezium geometry and having Cu at the cluster-surface interface) to confirm that our supported Au$_4$Cu$_1$ cluster (which has the same structure and homotop as in the gas-phase) is the true GM (Figure 8b). Although Au$_7$Cu$_1$ retains its 2D structure on the surface, it is totally different from the corresponding free cluster (a tetra-bridged rhombus) but the same as the supported Au$_8$ cluster. The Cu atom is located at a high (4) connectivity site and binds to a surface O atom. The GM of supported Au$_7$Cu$_1$ is lower in energy (by between 0.15 and 0.53 eV) than its homotops, as shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information). The supported Au$_7$Cu$_1$ structure is extended by one more Au atom to form the supported Au$_8$Cu$_1$ cluster, which is again different from the gas-phase, structure, though both are 2D. The lowest competitive isomer for the GM of Au$_8$Cu$_1$ (with a relative energy of 0.28 eV) is also 2D, as shown in Figure 8e. Supported Au$_8$Cu$_1$ is a composite structure made up by fusing the free Au$_5$Cu$_1$ and Au$_8$ structures, generating a planar Cu-centred isomer on the surface. As it is possible that MEGA-DFT missed a lower energy homotop, we constructed some alternative arrangements for supported Au$_9$Cu$_1$ and locally minimised them at the DFT level, as shown in Figure S6 (Supporting Information). As a result of this study, we are confident that our reported structure is the true GM.
For singly Au-doped Cu clusters, the structures on the surface are found to be different from their gas-phase counterparts, except for sizes N=3-6 atoms, but Au$_1$Cu$_2$ is found to have an elongated Cu-Cu bond on the surface. Supported Au$_1$Cu$_{N-1}$ clusters agree with their free counterparts in showing a structural transition from 2D to 3D at N=7. The nearest competitive isomer to the GM of Au$_1$Cu$_3$ has the same rhombus structure, but is a homotop, with the Au atom at a 3-connected, rather than the preferred 2-connected site (as in the gas phase), with a relative energy of 0.42 eV (Figure 8c). The proposed GM of Au$_1$Cu$_4$ has been compared with an alternative homotop, with the same underlying trapezium geometry (Figure 8d) but with the Au atom in a 3- rather than 2-connected site and the trapezium oriented the other way up on the surface. Interestingly, the second homotop, which in the gas-phase is significantly destabilized with respect to the GM, is only 0.02 eV higher in energy on the surface, as it has a greater number of Cu-O bonds. Free Au$_1$Cu$_6$ has a pentagonal bipyramid structure, as for pure Cu$_7$, whereas the GM is a tri-capped tetrahedron on the MgO surface. The tri-capped trigonal bipyramidal structure of the free Au$_1$Cu$_7$ cluster distorts on the surface to form a fused square-based pyramid with a trigonal bipyramid. The free Au$_1$Cu$_8$ has the capped Δ-dodecahedron structure of Cu$_9$ but they have different compact structures on the surface. For N=10, the putative GM of Au$_1$Cu$_9$ and Cu$_{10}$ cluster have identical structures in the gas-phase and when supported, though the gas-phase and supported structures are slightly different.

For AuCu clusters of other compositions, the most stable structures for N=4 are all found to form rhombic structures which remain essentially the same on the surface (albeit with some degree of M-M bond lengthening, as mentioned above). The trapezoidal structure found for all mixed-cluster compositions with N=5 is still the GM for their supported species. Two competitive isomers were evaluated against the putative GM of Au$_2$Cu$_3$ and Au$_3$Cu$_2$ showing that our GM are lower in energy by 0.31 eV and 0.05 eV, respectively, as seen in Figures 8f and 8g. Again, it is interesting to note that the inverted orientation of the trapezium (having only 2 atoms in contact with the substrate) is favoured in both cases, even (as shown in Figure 8f) when the 3 atoms at the interface are all Cu atoms (which form stronger bonds to O). For N=6, the planar triangle is the GM for all the gas phase clusters and all but one of the MgO(100)-supported clusters: the supported Au$_2$Cu$_4$ cluster is a capped trigonal bipyramid. The latter was evaluated against an alternative planar triangle isomer, as shown in Figure 8h, with our putative GM predicted to be more stable by 0.08 eV. For both supported Au$_4$Cu$_2$ and Au$_3$Cu$_3$, there are two adjacent Cu atoms on the bottom edge of the triangle, binding to surface O atoms. Figure 8i shows a comparison of the putative GM for supported Au$_4$Cu$_2$ with an alternative triangular structure with only one Cu at the interface (having a relative energy of 0.17 eV) and with a 2-layer parallelogram structure (1.21 eV above the GM). Figure 9 shows a comparison of the energies of three alternative homotops of triangular Au$_3$Cu$_3$ (all having at least 2 Cu-Cu bonds), as well as the 2-layer parallelogram consisting of a chain of 3 Cu atoms and one of 3 Au atoms. In the gas-phase, the most symmetrical triangular homotop, which has a central Cu$_3$ triangular core, is favoured by at least 0.53 eV compared to the other homotops, while the parallelogram structure is destabilised by 2.11 eV relative to the GM. When binding to the surface via the Cu$_3$ edge, this isomer (which was found to be the GM for the MgO-supported Au$_3$Pd$_3$ cluster [70]), has the
highest (magnitude) adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$) of -3.24 eV (compared to only -1.68 eV for the gas-phase GM). The triangular homotop with a Cu$_3$ edge also binds strongly to the surface via this edge ($E_{\text{ads}} = -2.77$ eV) and corresponds to the GM for the MgO-supported Au$_3$Ir$_3$ cluster [88]. However, the GM for the supported Au$_3$Cu$_3$ cluster (stabilised by 0.08 eV relative to the supported gas-phase GM) has 2 Cu atoms in contact with the surface and an adsorption energy of -2.35 eV.

Doping more than two Cu atoms changes the structures of both gas-phase and supported Au$_7$ from an edge-bridged planar triangle (which is also found when doped with 1 or 2 Cu atoms) to 3D structures. In the gas-phase, the tricapped tetrahedron is found for Au$_4$Cu$_5$ to Au$_5$Cu$_3$ (with Cu atoms preferentially occupying the inner tetrahedron sites). This structure is maintained for supported Au$_4$Cu$_5$ and Au$_5$Cu$_3$, but supported Au$_2$Cu$_3$ has a Cu$_5$ square-based pyramid capped on two triangular faces by Au atoms, binding to the MgO surface via the square of 4 Cu atoms, which has a good epitaxial match with the MgO(100) surface. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 8j, Au$_5$Cu$_3$ binds to MgO via the formation of only two Cu-O bonds, with a Au atom slightly further from the surface, which is preferred by 0.44 eV over the orientation with the third Cu atom close (but not bonded) to the surface.

In the gas phase, Au$_6$Cu$_2$ (like Au$_7$Cu$_1$) adopts a rhombic distortion of the 2D Au$_8$, but it forms a 3D structure on the MgO surface. 8-atom AuCu clusters with more than two Cu atoms all have 3D tetracapped tetrahedron structures and the supported clusters are distorted to form 3D structures composed of fused square based pyramid derivatives. Assessing the effect of homotop swapping for supported Au$_6$Cu$_2$ and Au$_4$Cu$_4$ clusters (Figures 8k and 8l) give us confidence that the lowest energy structures reported here are the true GM for both compositions.

All supported AuCu clusters with N=9, except Au$_7$Cu$_2$, are predicted to be square-based pyramids capped or bridged by predominantly Au atoms. The GM of supported Au$_7$Cu$_2$ is a folded pseudo-planar structure. All supported AuCu clusters with N=10 are capped square-based pyramid derivatives, except for Au$_7$Cu$_3$ and Au$_8$Cu$_2$ which have quite flat bi-layer structures parallel to the surface.

The differences between the energies of the Mg(100)-supported GM and the energies of the supported clusters with the slab removed represent the $E_{\text{ads}}$ for such systems. Tables S5 and S6 (see the Supporting Information) list the $E_{\text{ads}}$ of the supported clusters and Figure 10 shows a graphical representation. The plots show that Cu clusters with N=5-10 have more negative $E_{\text{ads}}$ (stronger cluster-surface binding) compared with the corresponding Au clusters, due to the stronger Cu-O interactions. 3- and 4-atom pure Cu clusters, however, exhibit weaker binding to the surface (less negative $E_{\text{ads}}$) than for Au. This may be attributed to the ability of Au$_3$ and Au$_4$ to deform significantly on the surface (either lengthening or shortening Au-Au contacts) to enable enhanced Au-O interactions.

Comparing the $E_{\text{ads}}$ values for the mixed AuCu clusters as a function of size and composition is more complicated, but, in general, it is found that the 3D structures exhibit stronger adsorption (more negative $E_{\text{ads}}$ values) compared with 2D clusters of the same size. This is due to the interplay between the number of interfacial atoms (especially Cu, which forms stronger M-O bonds than Au) and the relative stabilities of the 2D and 3D
structures in the gas-phase. The elongation of M-M bonds on the surface, which is observed for some smaller Au and Au-rich clusters, also gives more flexibility for clusters to form stronger M-O bonds with the surface. For example, for N=3 and 4, the distorted Au$_1$Cu$_2$ and Au$_3$Cu$_1$ clusters have the most negative $E_{ads}$ values of all the mixed clusters at these sizes. Consistent with their structures, $E_{ads}$ of Au$_4$ is found to be equal to that of Au$_3$Cu$_1$. The unique 3D structure of supported Au$_2$Cu$_4$ among the 6-atom AuCu clusters is consistent with it having the most negative $E_{ads}$ due to forming 3 Cu-O bonds. For N=7-9, supported Au$_2$Cu$_5$, Au$_3$Cu$_5$, and Au$_5$Cu$_4$ clusters have the most negative $E_{ads}$ values. All these clusters have supported structures based on fused square-based pyramids, mostly formed from Cu atoms, with mainly capping Au atoms. Due to the greater electronegativity of Au, there is Cu to Au electron transfer, which strengthens the Cu-O interactions. An even-odd alternation in adsorption energies is observed for supported 10-atom AuCu clusters, with more negative values (indicating stronger adsorption) for clusters containing even numbers of Au atoms (and, hence, even numbers of Cu atoms). Au$_8$Cu$_2$ has the most negative $E_{ads}$, perhaps because the two Cu atoms are more exposed to the MgO surface as they lie below the pseudo-planar Au$_8$ fragment. Au$_9$Cu$_1$, which has no Cu-O interactions, has the least negative $E_{ads}$. The slightly more negative value of $E_{ads}$ calculated for Au$_{10}$ may be because the Au-Au bonds are more easily deformed in the homonuclear cluster, enabling stronger interaction with the surface O atoms. It is not clear why this even-odd alternation is seen, nor why it is not observed over the entire composition range for the other cluster sizes.

2.2 Energetic analysis

As explained earlier, the preferred locations for Au atoms in AuCu nanoalloys are at low coordination surface sites (i.e., at edges, vertices and capping sites), while Cu atoms in such systems tend to be located at high coordination core sites. Structural preferences and cluster stability can be explained by calculating the excess (or mixing) energy ($\Delta$), the binding energy ($E_b$) and the second difference in energy ($\Delta^2E$), which are defined in Eqns. (7)–(9). Tables S5 and S6 (Supporting Information) list the values of these energies for all AuCu systems studied here.

The relative stabilities of pure and singly doped clusters of different nuclearities can be determined from the second difference in energy ($\Delta^2E$), which indicates the stability of an N-atom cluster with respect to neighbouring sizes. Figure S7 in the Supporting Information shows plots of the second difference in energy $\Delta^2E$ for pure Au and Cu clusters, mono-substituted clusters and their supported clusters as a function of cluster size. Relatively stable clusters are represented by positive peaks in $\Delta^2E$. For pure metal clusters, Au$_6$ (planar) and Cu$_8$ (3D) clusters have the highest relative stabilities compared to their neighbours. Thus N=6 and N=8 indicate magic sizes for 2D Au clusters [70] and 3D Cu clusters, respectively. The fact that the binding energy of Au$_6$ is higher than Au$_7$ (as discussed below) also supports this hypothesis. The plots also show that when the total number of atoms in a cluster is even (for pure or mono-substituted clusters), $\Delta^2E$ is positive and relatively high, whereas it is negative for clusters with odd numbers of atoms. This even-odd alternation is consistent with the electronic shell model.
[89-92], which predicts enhanced stability for even-electron clusters, corresponding to an even number of atoms, since each Au or Cu atom contributes one (6s or 4s) electron towards the delocalised cluster bonding. Doping a single Cu atom into Au clusters does not change the relative stability of the most stable size (N=6), while it reduces the relative stability of N=8 and enhances that of N=4. The highest peak for pure Cu clusters occurs at N=8, which remains the highest peak after doping one Au atom. Supporting the pure Au and Cu clusters on MgO(100) does not change the $\Delta_2E$ trend found for the gas-phase clusters. For mono-substituted supported clusters, the same odd-even alternation in stability is seen as for the unsupported clusters.

As mentioned above, the electronegativity difference between Cu and Au leads to electron charge transfer from Cu to Au, which favours Au-Cu mixing. The effect of Au-Cu mixing on the stability of the mixed clusters can be investigated by calculating the mixing/excess energy ($\Delta$). Plots of the excess energy for Au-Cu clusters (N=2-10) are shown in Figure S8 in the Supporting Information. Negative values of $\Delta$ indicate a high mixing tendency, while positive values indicate unfavourable mixing. For all clusters with N=2-10, mixing is favoured. The maximum mixing tendency (most negative $\Delta$ values) is achieved for Au/Cu ratios of 1 (or close to 1, for odd-atom clusters). The excess energy values for clusters with the same size shows that composition variation plays a more important role in determining cluster stabilities than geometric effects. Generally, larger clusters have more negative $\Delta$ values, for gas-phase clusters this corresponds to the Cu atoms preferentially entering the highly-coordinated core-like sites. For even larger clusters, this leads to core-shell segregation, consistent with the structures predicted by Darby et al. [81a] using an empirical potential and Goh et al. [81b] using an atomistic many-body potential.

Relative cluster stabilities can also be obtained by calculating the binding energy per atom ($E_b$). Figure S9 in the Supporting Information shows the binding energies for AuCu clusters plotted against the Au proportion. Higher binding energy indicates higher stability. As expected, due to the increase in the average number of metal-metal bonds, the binding energy generally increases with increasing cluster size, as previously reported for different metallic systems [70, 71, 93, 94]. Pure Au clusters are relatively less stable (having lower $E_b$ values) than pure Cu clusters of the same size. For the mixed clusters, the plot also shows that the most stable compositions are found as the Au/Cu ratio approaches 1, which is consistent with the excess energy plots.

The chemical stabilities of the clusters can be investigated by analysing their HOMO-LUMO energy gaps ($\Delta_{HL}$), with large $\Delta_{HL}$ indicating high stability of the system with respect to oxidation (corresponding to a low-lying HOMO) and reduction (corresponding to a high-lying LUMO). Figure 11 shows plots of $\Delta_{HL}$ as a function of the total number of atoms (N) for pure and mono-substituted clusters and for their oxide-supported counterparts. All of the $\Delta_{HL}$ plots show marked odd-even alternations, with larger $\Delta_{HL}$ values for even-atom (and, hence, even-electron) clusters and smaller values for odd-atom (odd-electron) clusters. This behaviour has previously been explained in terms of the electronic shell model [93-99].
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Fig. 5: Putative global minimum structures for MgO(100)-supported Au$_N$ and Cu$_N$ clusters with N= 3-10.

For the free pure and mono-substituted clusters, N=6 and N=8 tend to have the highest $\Delta_{HL}$ values, which is consistent with the $\Delta_2E$ plots, since high HOMO-LUMO gaps typically correlate with low total electronic energy (stabilisation of filled orbitals). The stability of 6- and 8-electron clusters has previously been discussed for neutral Au$_6$ and Au$_8$, and the cationic Au$_7^+$ and Au$_9^+$ clusters [14]. Doping a single Cu atom into the Au clusters (Figure 11a) leads to a decrease in $\Delta_{HL}$, with the exception of Au$_4$ $\rightarrow$ Au$_3$Cu$_1$, where there is a significant increase in $\Delta_{HL}$. Doping a single Au atom into the Cu clusters (Figure 11b) leads to an increase in $\Delta_{HL}$ for N = 2-4, 8 and 10, while there is almost no difference for N = 5 and 6 and a decrease in $\Delta_{HL}$ for N = 7 and 9.

The $\Delta_{HL}$ plots in Figure 11 (c-f) show that supporting the pure and mono-substituted clusters on the MgO surface increases the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the smaller clusters with N<5 atoms, while $\Delta_{HL}$ is generally decreased for the larger clusters. For N = 5, there is little or no difference in $\Delta_{HL}$ between the gas-phase and supported clusters. The increase in $\Delta_{HL}$ for the smaller clusters may be due to MgO to cluster electron transfer (see
below), leading to destabilisation of the empty cluster orbitals (including the LUMO), while the decrease in $\Delta_{HL}$ for the larger clusters probably reflects surface-induced changes in homotopic or geometric structures and, hence, changes in the cluster electronic structure. As shown in Figure 9, the cluster isomers which bind most strongly to the MgO surface are not always the most stable gas-phase structures, so it is not surprising that the HOMO-LUMO gap for the cluster-surface GM may be smaller than for the free gas-phase cluster GM.

As mentioned above, clusters with high HOMO-LUMO gaps are expected to show reduced reactivity. Hardness ($\eta$, Eqn. 4) [98-100] is an important descriptor for the stability and reactivity of a given system [101] and can be interpreted as the system’s resistance to changing its electronic distribution or its electronegativity [102], and is also related to valence-conduction band transitions in optical spectroscopy [103]. The linear regression analysis from a plot of $\Delta_{HL}$ values for our free AuCu clusters against their computed softness ($S = 1/(2\eta)$, Eqn. 5), shown in Figures S10 and S11 (Supporting Information), confirms that the optical gaps for these clusters are directly proportional to their softness values.

It is well known that electrons should flow from lower electronegativity ($\chi$) atoms to those of higher electronegativity (i.e. to lower the chemical potential). Our $\chi$ values (Eqn. 3) for most of the compositions reported in Tables S7-S10 in the Supporting Information, show a significant decrease in $\chi$ when the cluster is adsorbed on the MgO surface, which is consistent with electron transfer from the MgO surface to the cluster. The comparison of $\chi$ values for both free and supported clusters shows that Au and Au-rich clusters (with higher $\chi$) hold their electrons more than Cu and Cu-rich clusters. The decrease of the electrophilicity ($\omega$, Eqn. 6) values of clusters when supported on the MgO surface is also consistent with the surface acting as an electron donor.

3 Conclusions

We have used the DFT-based Mexican Enhanced Genetic Algorithm (MEGA-DFT) to locate the global minima of gas-phase and MgO(100)-supported Au, Cu, and AuCu clusters with 3-10 atoms. We have also performed local energy minimisations of supported metal adatoms and dimers. The ability of the MEGA-DFT approach in searching for putative global minima has been successfully assessed using a systematic homotop search method for some selected clusters and reminimisation calculations for alternative potentially competitive isomers.

The GM reported here for free AuCu nanoalloys show that 2D structures are found to be the predominant motifs for 3-6-atom AuCu clusters, whereas a 2D-3D crossover is observed when doping more than two Cu atoms into 7-9 Au clusters and doping more than one Cu atom into Au$_{10}$. There is a high tendency for Cu atoms to be located at interior high-coordinate sites. This can be attributed to the larger size of Au atoms and the lower surface energy of Au, as well as the ability of the more electronegative Au atoms to stabilise the negative charge that tends to build up on low-connectivity peripheral sites. As a result, Cu-deficient clusters tend to maximise Cu-Cu bonding at the centre of the cluster, while Au-deficient clusters tend to have isolated Au atoms occupying exterior sites. Calculated excess and binding energies confirm this conclusion, showing that the highest mixing tendency is
found close to a Au/Cu ratio of 1. Accordingly, core-shell segregation is the predominant chemical ordering for these clusters and is also predicted for larger nanoparticles.

On the MgO(100) surface, the O-site is the most favourable adsorption site for both adatoms and dimers. Au and Cu adatoms remain on their initial positions, except for those initially bridging a Mg-O bond, which relax to an atop oxygen site (O-site). The higher affinity of a Cu atom for the O-site is reflected in the more negative adsorption energy ($\Delta E_{ads} \approx -0.02$ eV) for Cu compared to Au. All adsorbed dimers favour vertical (V) configurations due to the metal-on-top effect. In line with the results for adatoms, the supported AuCu (V) dimers show stronger adsorption for Cu-adsorbed configurations (Au on top of Cu). The Cu-O bond is further strengthened because the lower electronegativity of Cu (compared with Au) results in electron transfer from Cu to Au, and the positively charged Cu atom binds more strongly to the oxide anion. However, the situation is different for pure metal dimers: due to the greater metal-on-top effect (greater polarizability) of Au compared with Cu, Au$_2$ has a more negative adsorption energy than Cu$_2$. The resulting order of adsorption strength for the dimers is: AuCu < CuCu < AuAu < CuCu (where the bold atom is bound to the O-site).

The core-shell segregation pattern of free AuCu nanoalloys is broken when supported on the MgO(100) surface, due to a homotop switch whereby more Cu atoms tend to aggregate at the oxide interface. For small supported Au and Au-rich clusters, the bond-elongation effect enhances the metal interactions with O atoms of the surface rather than strengthening the M-M bonding, as is observed in the smaller Cu clusters. This can lead to enhancement of the stability of Au-adsorbed configurations in these clusters.

The higher relative stabilities for free and supported even-number clusters, corresponding to peaks in $\Delta_{2E}$ and $\Delta_{HIL}$, compared to their odd-numbered neighbours, reflects the enhanced stability of closed-shell even-electron clusters, since each Au or Cu atom contributes its single valence s electron to cluster bonding. The computed electronegativity and electrophilicity indices for free and supported Au and Au-rich clusters reveal that such clusters hold their electrons more tightly than other clusters of the same size. The analysis also shows that there is electron transfer from the MgO surface to the adsorbed metal cluster. For the bimetallic clusters, adsorption is found to reduce the extent of Cu to Au electron transfer.
Fig. 6: Putative global minimum structures for all compositions of MgO(100)-supported AuCu clusters with N = 3-8.
Fig. 7: Putative global minimum structures for all compositions of MgO(100)-supported AuCu clusters with N = 9 and 10.
Fig. 8: Putative global minimum (left) versus local minima (right) for the MgO(100)-supported clusters of (a) Au₈, (b) Au₄Cu₁, (c) Au₁Cu₃, (d) Au₁Cu₄, (e) Au₁Cu₁, (f) Au₂Cu₁, (g) Au₃Cu₂, (h) Au₂Cu₄, (i) Au₄Cu₂, (j) Au₄Cu₃, (k) Au₆Cu₂, and (l) Au₄Cu₄.
Fig. 9: Potential energy profile, relative energies and adsorption energies, of some alternative isomers for free and supported Au$_3$Cu$_3$ clusters, compared with their free and supported GM.

Fig. 10: Adsorption energies $E_{ads}$ plotted against the number of Au atoms, m, for MgO(100)-supported Au$_m$Cu$_{N-m}$ clusters (N=3-10).
Fig. 11: HOMO-LUMO energy gaps plotted against the total number of atoms, N, for free and MgO(100)-supported pure and mono-doped clusters (N=2-10).
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